
CONTENT AUDIT - 
COPYWRITING 
Language for our internal messages 

❖ Intranets, Emails, Meetings, training, Newsletters, 
Phone calls; conversational, casual, true to itself 

• We're not a skate company we're a family really. We're all 
brothers pretty much 

• "Not everyone skates, but everyone wears t-shirts" 

• "We don't look for anyone, ever" "they find us"

• Homegrown London aesthetic 

• "Spend more time doing Skate graphics than anything else" 

• "I had a gap decade after college, just skating and doing fun 
Sh * t"

How we speak to our customers 

❖ Advertising, News Releases, Conferences, 
Speaking, Engagements; brash, 
nonconformist, natural punk spirit, 
anti-authoritarian 

Some may deem language used controversial, 
casual, All caps 
● "reopens soon ish" 
● "Go to palace Skateboards. Com and tell 

your mummy you need to Borrow some 
monies"

●  Geezer, chill, casual swearing, banging. 
●  Bro, dude, bare, Gas yourself up, 

hamburgler, fam, innit, mad, Beer> water, 
rate, dat, pint caps, ashtrays 

● "shut up you electric flange" 
● "final bits" 
● "One hun na and eighty" 
● B***end fashion guru"
●  f that S im nearly 40" 
● "Subways are always empty man how do 

they afford to keep green peppers so fresh"
● "boring stuff"



Creating content for brochures and catalogues 

Palace as a brand is very transparent-never pretending to be something it’s not. The unfiltered, 
blunt conversational language style used in social media is quite often brought across to their 
brochures and catalogues. Due to the nature of the brand they rely very little on advertisement, 
rather the hype created by word of mouth on their limited edition drops. 

●  PALACE 
● minimal words used - large visuals 
● they use skate videos with 90's rap music for promotion 
● maximum of 5 short bullet points on page of promotional zine 
● "Photographer name" "product featured" 
● "skateboarding environment" 

2017 ZINE



Creating a brand dictionary

What are the key calls to action in the 
marketing and advertising?

● PALACE 
● classic
● IN STORE 8 ONLINE :} consistent, 

minimal, loud.unapologetic
● 11:00am GMT 
● lots of emojis 
● 'Boring stuff" used as a tab at the 

bottom of their website for all the 
policies and legal stuff

Describing themselves to customs

●  witty, Britishisms, London based 
● Skate wear-heavy 90s pop culture 

influence 
●  VHS style 
● Unconventional, unregulated 
●  Belligerent, Obnoxious - mockery 

Terminology used

● 'Drops' 
● 'Bits' 
● Launching 

(all very straight to the point. They don't use any enticing language because they don’t 
need to. The hype sells products not the marketing language. All language used is casual, 
they know exactly who their target audience is and how to engage with them)

Tone of voice guide

● Unconventional, 
belligerent, exclusive

I carried out some 
research to see how 
people view Palace 
as a brand, the 
results are displayed 
to the right. 



❖ Three words which describe its essence 
➢ Authentic, belligerent, Unconventional

❖ Raison d’etre
➢ Palace are certainly a central phenomenon of the British skate industry they fly in the face 

of all convention, disregarding every preconceived approach of how things ‘should’ be 
done. 
Going from humble beginnings selling t-shirts in a handful of London stores, it has 
erupted into one of the biggest streetwear brands in the world. At its core, Palace is a 
skate brand, but like many other labels, they incorporate a wealth of references into their 
designs that celebrate broader elements of British culture.

Towards customers their attitude  is obnoxious and belligerent, all due to the fact they 
have nothing to prove, the products sell themselves with the years of hype built up 
around them. They make a killing just by insulting their customers and will take any 
opportunity to take the piss. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfyXJkh_GB8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfyXJkh_GB8

